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Abstract

Excess power dissipation along with increased leak-
age currents in router buffers and crossbars are becom-
ing a major constraint that is affecting the performance
of Network-on-Chips (NoCs) architectures. In this paper,
we design channel buffers and router crossbars in a con-
centrated torus topology (CTorus) which is a dual network
without the additional area overhead. When compared to
other dual networks, CTorus improves saturation through-
put by 11-20% for synthetic traffic and improves speedup
by 1.78-2.15X for real benchmark traces such as PARSEC
and SPEC CPU2006. When the energy-efficient buffer and
crossbar organization was inserted into our CTorus topol-
ogy, we reduced energy dissipation by 32% and area by
53% on average over mesh2X, CMesh2X and FBfly2X.

1 Introduction

Network-on-Chips (NoCs) [2, 5] design paradigm over-

comes the dual problem of global wire delay and scalability

in Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) by (i) matching or reduc-

ing the wire lengths to network topology and (ii) increas-

ing the bandwidth with more links and switches. As NoCs

architecture (combination of links for communication and

routers for storage and switching) gains traction with in-

creasing number of cores on a chip, power dissipation com-

bined with excess leakage currents is already a major tech-

nology constraint which affects both performance (through-

put and latency) and area overhead. While the previous de-

sign of 80-core Intel TeraFlops consumed more than 28% of

the total chip power [9], more recent 48-core Intel SCC de-

sign [4] reduced the overall communication power to 10%

of the total power budget by implementing several power

optimization techniques. Clearly, energy-efficient and high-

performance NoCs architectures are required to sustain and

continue the performance gains achieved by increasing the

number of cores on a single chip with every successive gen-

eration.

Of the several research directions that improves the

energy-efficiency and performance in NoCs [16], we fo-

cus on three critical inter-related components which are: (a)

buffering, (b) switching and (c) topology. As buffers con-

sume a substantial router power, several techniques to mini-

mize the impact of the router buffers have been proposed in-

cluding (i) replacing the repeaters along the link to duplicate

as hold and store (channel buffers) when desired [13] and

(ii) replacing all buffers with elastic buffers along the link

by replacing repeaters with flip-flops and implementing a

handshaking protocol between buffers [14]. Crossbars have

been the subject of evaluation for NoCs and researchers

have proposed smaller, segmented and split crossbars for

improved energy and area-efficiency [6]. Lastly, there have

been several topologies that have improved throughput, la-

tency while reducing power. Concentrating cores has shown

to be an effective way to maximize the performance by

trading off serialization latency for higher radix routers [1].

Flattened Butterfly (FBfly) is another high-radix NoC router

architecture which reduces any extra hops along a dimen-

sion, thereby restricting the diameter of the network to two

at the cost of increased router radix [11]. While prior work

has shown the performance benefits of reducing hop count

with topologies, there has not been an integrated evaluation

that takes router optimizations (buffers and crossbars) into

topology evaluation while overcoming NoC performance

limitations such as Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking and router

complexity (power and area overhead).

In this paper, we propose an integrated NoC architec-

ture with channel buffers and router crossbars on a concen-

trated Torus (CTorus) with the goals of minimizing power

consumption, reducing HoL blocking, and further improv-

ing network performance. While channel buffers provide

power savings, HoL blocking is not alleviated as the packet
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at the head of the router can block subsequent packets. We

propose a dual channel (dc) configuration that increases the

number of inputs and provides speedup without the inputs

blocking each other. Further, to take advantage of dual in-

puts into the router, we re-design the monolithic crossbar

into multiple crossbar organizations (mx) along the four

quadrants. The multi-crossbar design shows the twin ob-

jectives of saving power with smaller crossbars along with

increasing the throughput/performance with adaptive rout-

ing techniques. Finally, we incorporate the energy-efficient

channel buffers (dc) and crossbars (mx) on a concentrated

Torus (CTorus) topology. The implementation of the dual

channel dc and mx organizations has the performance of a

dual network without the additional area overhead. There-

fore, we compare CTorus to the following dual networks:

mesh2X, CMesh2X, and FBfly2X. We used the Synopsys

Design Compiler to evaluate the power, area and router

pipeline latencies for various configurations. Our results in-

dicate that the router pipeline to be within the design toler-

ances for 2 Ghz router clock at 1.0 V and consuming 25% to

40% lesser power. CTorus improves saturation throughput

by 11-20% for synthetic traffic and improves speedup by

1.78-2.15X for real benchmark traces such as PARSEC and

SPEC CPU2006. Moreover, the proposed CTorus topol-

ogy shows up to 56% power savings and occupies approx-

imately 47% to 64% lesser area while improving energy-

delay product (EDP) from 29% to 37% over CMesh2X and

FBfly2X topologies. The major contributions of this work

are as follows: (1) We utilize an adaptive channel buffer de-

sign along with a channel buffer organization that alleviates

Head-of-Line (HoL) blocking, thereby preventing perfor-

mance degradation without duplicating networks. (2) We

show the design of a multi-crossbar that can take advantage

of the speed-up offered while maximizing the port occu-

pancy and improving performance with minimal adaptive

routing. (3) We evaluate the proposed buffer and crossbar

organizations on synthetic and real applications (PARSEC

[3] and SPEC CPU2006 [8] benchmarks) showing a perfor-

mance improvement of 10-25%, power savings of 25-40%

with an area overhead of 5-13%. Using the best of chan-

nel buffer and multiple crossbar organizations in a CTorus

topology, we show an average saturation throughput im-

provement of approximately 17%, an average power reduc-

tion of 32%, and an average total area reduction of 53%

when compared to other NoC topology such as CMesh2X

and FBfly2X.

2 Related Work

Dynamic VC allocation improved performance for both

short and long packets, however the table-based control

increases the complexity due to a large number of VCs.

iDEAL design combined channel buffers with router buffers

to reduce power consumption and area overhead, however

HoL blocking was not addressed in iDEAL design [13].

Elastic channel buffer solved the HoL blocking with dupli-

cate sub-networks and provided design solutions for both

Flattened Butterfly and mesh interconnection networks.

Duplicate networks is an effective solution for HoL prob-

lem, however elastic channel buffer (ECB) do not discuss

the crossbar organizations. Moreover, ECB save power

and area, but do not address performance limitations due

to channel buffers [14]. Bufferless networks (FlitBLESS

[15] and SCARAB [7]) reduce power consumption with no

buffers by deflecting/dropping conflicting packets. These

networks will need high-speed route computation logic to

determine which inputs should obtain the preferred direc-

tion and which ones should be deflected or dropped, lead-

ing to increase in complexity and stringent timing problems.

Moreover, these networks are not designed for high network

load due to excessive power consumption with extra deflec-

tions or dropping.

Low-radix switch organizations have been extensively

analyzed starting with RoCo [12] which restricts the direc-

tion (row or column) and limit the radix (simple two, 2 × 2),

leading to significant area and power savings. Our approach

requires more crossbars, however, with careful combining

and restrictive VC allocation, we can obtain performance

similar to that of 4VC routers. Low-cost approach reduces

the radix and splits into row and column, thereby reducing

the crossbar complexity for ring networks [10].

3 Adaptive Channel Buffers and Multi-
Crossbar

In this section, we detail the implementation of the dual-

function links and the associated control logic. A single

stage of the three-state repeaters, shown in the inset of Fig-

ure 1(a), comprises of a three-state repeater inserted seg-

ment along all the wires in the link. When the control input

to a repeater stage is low, the three-state repeaters in that

stage function like the conventional repeaters transmitting

data. When the control input to the repeater stage is high,

the repeaters in that stage are tri-stated and hold the data

bit in position. The adaptive dual-function links hence en-

able a decrease in the number of buffers within the router

and saves appreciable power and area. The design requires

a single control block per inter-router link in order to con-

trol all the repeater stages along the link, unlike the design

in [14] which uses one control block per stage along the

link. Therefore, our proposed control technique is power-

efficient and has a lesser area overhead compared to the de-

sign in [14].

In addition to the low-power, area-efficient implementa-

tion and the independent control of each repeater stage, the

control block, shown in Figure 1(b), provides the following
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Figure 1: (a) A link using three-state repeaters that func-

tion as channel buffers during congestion, (b) Control block

implementation details and (c) State transition diagram.

advantages over the control block design in [14]: (1) The

design in [14] requires a careful monitoring of three dif-

ferent clock skews for the correct operation of the circuit.

In our design, the clock-to-q delay of the flip-flop does not

limit the correct operation of the three-state repeaters. The

control signal may arrive at a repeater stage at any time prior

to the next clock cycle, as the data that is to be held will be

lost or overwritten only at the next clock edge. This pro-

vides a more relaxed timing requirement, making our tech-

nique more preferable and easier to implement. (2) Unlike

the design in [14] which uses two acknowledgement sig-

nals in addition to two control signals, our proposed tech-

nique employs only one control signal per stage making it

more scalable and simpler to implement, along with signifi-

cantly less power and area overhead. Figure 1(c) shows the

state diagram for one stage within the control block. The

router can then request that the control block release any

given repeater stage, by setting the corresponding bit in the

‘rel stage’ signal.

3.1 Dual Channel Buffer Organization

Figure 2 shows the dual-channel buffer configuration. In

this configuration, we duplicate the channel buffers to avoid

HoL blocking as shown. Each channel has a dedicated in-

put port (register) at the downstream router to read the flit
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Figure 2: Dual channel (dc) buffer organization.

before it will be written into the crossbar. The two inputs

are shown as I0 and I
′
0. When the flit is read into the regis-

ter, it activates the control block (CB0) or (CB1) to indicate

a full register. As explained before, the control block will

then hold flits one cycle after another into different chan-

nel buffers associated with the particular control block. To

ensure that the channel buffers are ready to store the flit,

the DEMUX information is also transmitted to the control

block to indicate that a flit will be arriving via the vcen sig-

nal. When all the channel buffers are occupied, it will then

signal the upstream switching control to indicate a full chan-

nel or congestion.

The flit read into the register undergoes the standard

router pipeline stages of RC (route computation), VC (vir-

tual channel) allocation, SA (switch allocation) and then

switch traversal (ST), before moving on to link traversal

(LT). Here, we combine RC and VC into a single stage, giv-

ing us a 4-stage router pipeline. Look-ahead routing can be

employed for deterministic routing while adaptive routing

schemes require RC to be computed to find the best down-

stream router. Prior elastic buffer designs have eliminated
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Figure 3: (a) Multi Crossbar (mx) Organization and (b)

Baseline Crossbar Organization.
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Figure 4: (a) Mesh, (b) Concentrated Mesh (CMesh), and (c) Flattened Butterfly (FBFly) topologies.

the VC stage, simplifying the channel buffer design and re-

ducing the router pipeline. However, we retain the VC stage

as we have two channel buffer links to choose from. More-

over, this provides an opportunity to have different classes

of service for different packets. We do not include specu-

lative switch allocation as this increases switch allocation

complexity (latency) while consuming more power. Once,

the flit is in the ST stage, we transmit the VC allocation

information (0 or 1 as there are 2 VCs) along with the flit

to the switching control to set the DEMUX to the appro-

priate channel buffer link. When all the channel buffers

are occupied for a particular VC, the switching control will

deactivate the channel buffer from receiving any more flits

until the control block releases the congestion. The dual

channel buffer organization reduces the HoL blocking, pro-

viding differentiated classes of service while also ensuring

sufficient buffering to improve the throughput.

3.2 Multi-Crossbar Organization

Figure 3(a) shows the multi-crossbar organization which

splits the crossbar into 4 smaller crossbars to reduce area

and power consumption and Figure 3(b) shows the base-

line design with 2VCs. The division of the 4 crossbars

are along the 4 quadrants: (+x, +y) [North-East], (-x, -y)

[South-West], (-x, +y) [North-West] and (+x, -y) [South-

East]. The four quadrants represent the four directions with

dedicated channels such that adaptive packet flow can be

implemented. Communication along the quadrant chooses

the crossbar designed for the direction. Suppose, the packet

arrives from +x direction into I0. This packet can be routed

to either O0 (+x direction) or O2 (+y direction) using the

North-East crossbar. Similarly, if the packet arrives from

+x direction from I
′
0 direction into the South-East crossbar,

then the possible outgoing directions will be O0 and O3.

The VC allocation is based on how many hops away the

packet is from the destination. If the packet is more than one

hop away from the destination in either dimensions, then the

packet can be allocated to either VC. If the packet is exactly

one hop away from the destination in a particular dimen-

sion, then always the lower VC should be allocated. With

this simple restriction, we can use both the VCs and connect

using different crossbars to get to the same direction. The

availability of VC guarantees that the load maybe lower in

the specified direction. This also allows the packet to be

adaptively routed along the minimal dimension. The packet

will always select the route that offers the VC. In case of

low loads when the VC may become available in both di-

mensions, the packet will then randomly choose the direc-

tion. Deadlocks are avoided naturally as there are always

two VCs available. Further as the packets traverse specific

quadrants (+x, +y), (-x, -y), (-x, +y) and (+x, -y) to reach the

destination, there are no circular dependencies that could

potentially lead to deadlocks. The packets progress always

in the forward direction towards the destination and never

return along the same path. Therefore, the multi-crossbar

configuration provides the best of the three worlds - lower

area due to split crossbars, lower power dissipation due to

shorter path lengths and higher throughput due to selective

merging of different output ports.

4 Topology

Some leading topologies for NoCs include mesh, Con-

centrated Mesh (CMesh), and Flattened Butterfly (FBfly),

as shown in Figure 4. The mesh network topology has a

router at each processing core. The routers are connected in

a grid fashion where each router is connected to four neigh-

boring routers. Each router, except those around the edges

of the grid, has one input and output port for the cores as

well as four ports for the four directions: +x, -x, +y, and -y.

The mesh topology allows quick communication between

neighboring cores, however, there is a high hop count which

increases the network diameter. The CMesh topology has

four cores concentrated to one router. The routers are also

connected in a grid fashion, however, there are extra links

around the edges which skip over one router. These links

are added so that CMesh and mesh have the same bisec-

tional bandwidth. The CMesh routers have four ports for
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Figure 5: CTorus Topology and router design using the mx

crossbar organization.

the four cores as well as four ports for the four cardinal di-

rections. CMesh offers a lower hop count allowing lower

packet latency. However, the multiple cores connected to

the same router may cause contention as packets enter and

leave the same ports. The FBfly topology also uses a con-

centration of four cores, although, routers in the same x and

y dimension are fully connected. This further reduces the

hop count of the network. However, the router area does not

scale well since there are four ports for the cores and ports

for each of the other routers in the x and y dimensions. In

addition to this high radix router, the cost in wires increases

area and power dissipation.

We propose a CTorus topology using the dual channel

(dc) buffer organization and multi-crossbar (mx) organiza-

tion. The CTorus topology balances the traffic load bet-

ter than a mesh due to wrap-around links allowing pack-

ets to travel in both directions, thereby reducing the traf-

fic contention at the center of the network. Concentration

of the cores provides the added advantage of reduced hop

count thereby leading to savings in power and area over-

head. Moreover, due to the reduced crossbar complexity, we

can further reduce the router complexity when compared to

FBfly topology. The CTorus topology is shown in Figure 5

and uses a concentration of four cores. The arrows around

the edges of the topology are links which wrap around the

opposite edge and were shown like this for simplicity. Each

router has four inputs and outputs for each of the four direc-

tions: +x, -x, +y, and -y. Since the dual channel buffer or-

ganization is used, each router has two links for each direc-

tion. To accommodate for the concentration of four cores,

the mx crossbar organization changes slightly. Instead of 2

to 1 multiplexers and demultiplexers at the cores, we must

use two 4 × 4 crossbars at the cores as shown in Figure 5.

The figure also shows the logical connection between the
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cores. Each core in the concentration is given one of four

quadrants: (+x, +y) [North-East], (-x, -y) [South-West], (-x,

+y) [North-West] and (+x, -y) [South-East]. CTorus repre-

sents a dual network in that it has two redundant links be-

tween routers. Dual networks are created by duplicating the

NoC routers and links so that packets have more resources.

For this reason, we compare CTorus to mesh2X, CMesh2X,

and FBfly2X which duplicate routers and links. The inset

of Figure 5 shows how the cores, caches, and memory con-

trollers (MC) are connected. Each core has a private L1 and

private L2 cache. Each L2 cache is connected to the switch.

From the switch, communication can go to the MC or to

other core routers.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed channel buffer

and router crossbar organization in terms of power dissipa-

tion, area overhead and overall network performance. We

consider each router with a 4-stage router pipeline. Each

packet consists of 4 flits where each flit is 128 bits for a

total of 512 bits per packet. The dc buffer and mx orga-

nization were synthesized and optimized using the Synop-

sys Design Compiler tool using the TSMC 65 nm and 40

nm technology libraries with a nominal supply voltage of

1.0 V and an operating frequency of 2 GHz. We also eval-

uate our CTorus topology and compare to mesh2X, Con-

centrated mesh2X (CMesh2X), and Flattened Butterfly2X

(FBfly2X). For a fair comparison, every architecture uses

channel buffers. The mx crossbar is implemented only in

the CTorus design because it cannot be implemented in high

radix routers such as FBfly2X. For equal comparison, the

bisectional bandwidth was maintained equal for all designs

by adjusting the link widths.
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Figure 7: Energy per packet for different traffic loads. (a) Complement (b) Butterfly, and (c) Uniform Random.

5.1 Power, Timing and Area Estimation

The power per segment of the repeater-inserted link is

given by, Psegment = Pdynamic + Pleakage + Pshort−ckt where

Pdynamic is the switching power, Pleakage is the power due to

the subthreshold leakage current and Pshort−ckt is the power

due to the short-circuit current. The power per segment is

multiplied by the number of segments and the link width

to obtain the total link power dissipation for a flit traversal.

When a conventional repeater is replaced by a three-state

repeater, there is an additional capacitance due to the added

transistors. The increase in the switching capacitance in-

creases the total power consumed by the links. Power is

also dissipated in the control blocks controlling the dual-

function repeater stages, when they are enabled during con-

gestion. In calculating the power values, the inter-router

links are assumed to be 5 mm long for the concentrated net-

works.

5.1.1 Power

Figure 6 shows how the power changes with different tech-

nology nodes of 65 nm and 40 nm. The total power dissi-

pation of the dc-mx organization is 164.8 mW 40 nm and is

due to: (i) dc - the link (145.39 mW), register (1.74 mW),

control block (0.054 mW) and demux (0.077 mW) and (ii)

mx - the crossbar switching power (3.38 mW), the VA ar-

biter (0.298 mW), the SA arbiter (0.0908 mW), and the ad-

ditional wiring between the inputs/outputs and the cross-

bar switches (13.8 mW). The baseline power dissipation is

232.22 mW for a 29% improvement. Additionally, the total

leakage power of the dc-mx design was found to be 1.525

μW and the baseline has a leakage power of 1.659 μW.

For topology, Figure 7 shows the energy per packet for a

certain traffic pattern for the CTorus, mesh2X, CMesh2X

and FBfly2X topologies. The energy is broken down to

link, crossbar, and buffer energy dissipation. The three traf-

fic patterns shown are Complement, Butterfly, and Uniform

Random. For each load, the link energy per packet is sim-

ilar across all topologies. This is because the distance a

packet must travel from source to destination is indepen-

dent of topology. Each link consumes 6.65 pJ/mm for a 128

bit link in 65 nm technology. In each traffic pattern, CTorus

has a lower total energy dissipation per packet. This savings

is due to the smaller crossbars used and long wrap around

links which skip over intermediate routers. For example,

CTorus uses one 3 × 3 crossbar at intermediate routers and

one 3 × 3 crossbar plus one 4 × 4 crossbar when the packet

is at the source and destination. This corresponds to a cross-

bar power of 7.0 pJ per packet at intermediate routers and

17.4 pJ at the source and destination. The energy dissipa-

tion for an equivalent 8 × 8 crossbar is 28.44 pJ. Therefore,

a four hop packet in CTorus saves 86.3 pJ in crossbar traver-

sals compared to the 8 × 8 crossbar in CMesh2X.

Figure 8 shows the average energy-delay product (EDP)

per packet. The EDP allows us to analyze how both the

latency and power effect each network. Since each topol-

ogy used the same number of bits and clock frequency, the

power and energy are directly related for each topology.

The results shown are normalized to the mesh2X topology.

Mesh2X has a high EDP for some cases but not all with an

average EDP 30% higher than CTorus and an average EDP

18% lower than FBfly2X. This is due to the large network

diameter causing high latency and high power of mesh2X.

CTorus has the same network diameter as CMesh2X, how-

ever, the low power from the crossbar design allows CTorus

to have a lower EDP for many cases with an average of 29%

less than CMesh2X. For Complement, CTorus has an EDP

38% less than CMesh2X.

5.1.2 Timing

The latency for the dc design was found to be 0.31 ns in 45

nm technology. This latency was due to the channel buffer

latency of 0.17 ns, the register buffering of 0.07 ns, and the

demux latency of 0.07 ns for a total of 0.31 ns which is

within our specified clock period of 0.50 ns. The critical

latency for the mx crossbar is 0.24 ns and the latency for

the baseline was 0.22 ns. These were due to the critical path

of the logic in the VA stage.
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Figure 8: Relative Energy-Delay Product (EDP) of 64 core

topologies for all synthetic traffic.
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Figure 9: Router and link area overhead of each topology.

5.1.3 Area

Area overhead of the baseline 4VC router obtained from

Synopsys is 0.283 mm2 which includes the buffer and cross-

bar. The dc-mx design area is 0.295 mm2 which is slightly

more compared to the baseline due to the increase in link

width. For topology, Figure 9 shows the router and link area

overhead of each topology. The torus saves approximately

47% area over CMesh2X, 48% area over mesh2X, and 64%

area over FBfly2X. The 8 × 8 crossbar used in CMesh2X

was estimated from Synopsys to have an area of 0.590 mm2.

Since CMesh2X is a dual network, the network requires two

8 × 8 crossbar. Using four 3 × 3 crossbars and two 4 × 4

crossbars in CTorus reduces the crossbar area overhead by

83%. This large savings is due to the dual links in the dc

buffer design and the mx crossbar which creates a dual net-

work without the overhead of doubling router and link com-

ponents. With equal bisectional bandwidth, each topology

has similar link area overheads. Each 128-bit link occupies

0.0256 mm2 for every 1 mm length, estimated from Synop-

sys.

5.2 CTorus Results

A cycle-accurate on-chip network simulator was used to

conduct a detailed evaluation of the proposed channel buffer

and router crossbar designs in a 8 × 8 mesh network. For
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Figure 10: Speedup of 64 core topologies for SPEC2006

and PARSEC benchmarks.

open-loop measurement, the packet injection rate is varied

from 0.1 to 0.9 of the network capacity, and packets are in-

jected according to the Bernoulli process based on the given

network load. The simulator was warmed up and allowed

to run until all the packets reached their destinations. For

closed-loop measurement, we collect traces from real ap-

plications using the full execution-driven simulator SIMICS

from WindRiver, with the memory package GEMS enabled.

We evaluate the performance on PARSEC [3] and SPEC

CPU2006 [8] workloads. We assume a 2 cycle latency to ac-

cess the L1 cache, a 4 cycle latency to access the L2 cache,

and a 160 cycle latency to access the main memory. In ad-

dition, there are 16 memory controllers used to access main

memory and each processor can issue two threads.

Different topologies were evaluated on the PARSEC and

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. Figure 10 shows the speedup

of the total number of clock cycles compared to mesh2X.

For PARSEC benchmarks, the CTorus improvement over

mesh2X ranges from 1.78 for ferret to 2.15 for fluidanimate

benchmarks. For SPEC CPU2006, the communication pat-

tern of gcc base gives an improvement of 1.86 whereas the

communication in hmmer allows for a speedup of 2.08 over

mesh2X. This improvement over mesh2X is due to the 14

hop diameter of mesh2X compared to 4 hops for CMesh2X

and CTorus and 2 hops for FBfly2X. CMesh2X and CTorus

have the same network diameter, however, the long wrap

around links of CTorus allows packets to have a lower av-

erage hop count for most traffic traces. Therefore, skipping

over more immediate routers in CTorus lowers the average

packet latency.

Figure 11 shows the saturation throughput on the syn-

thetic traffic patterns Uniform Random, Non-uniform Ran-

dom, Bit Reversal, Butterfly, Complement, Matrix Trans-

pose, Perfect Shuffle, Neighbor, and Tornado for the dual

topologies. CTorus has a saturation throughput approxi-

mately 1.5× higher than CMesh2X and FBfly2X for the
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Figure 11: Saturation throughput of 64 cores for synthetic

traffic patterns.

Complement traffic pattern. The dual links in the torus and

long wrap around links reduce contention for packets travel-

ing all the way across the chip as in Complement traffic. In

traffic such as Butterfly, where traffic travels halfway across

the chip, the 10 mm links in CMesh2X and FBfly2X al-

low for a similar saturation throughput compared to CTorus.

CTorus improves the saturation throughput by an average

of approximately 20% over CMesh2X, 21% over FBfly2X,

and 11% over mesh2X.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a channel buffer and crossbar

organization with the objectives of reducing HoL blocking,

reducing power dissipation and simultaneously improving

performance at the cost of slight area increase. Our re-

sults conclude that it is possible to improve performance

of channel buffers with some area overhead while sav-

ing substantial power when compared to the virtual chan-

nel router based NoC architectures. In addition, we com-

pare leading dual topologies such as mesh2X, Concentrated

Mesh2X (CMesh2X), and Flattened Butterfly2X (FBfly2X)

to a CTorus topology which implements a dual network

without the additional area overhead and improves perfor-

mance by up to 44%.
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